Recent studies of single-atom catalysts open up the prospect of designing exceptionally active and environmentally efficient chemical processes. The stability and durability of such catalysts is governed by the strength with which the atoms are bound to their support and their diffusive behaviour. Here we use aberration-corrected STEM to image the diffusion of single copper adatoms on graphene oxide. We discover that individual atoms exhibit anomalous diffusion as a result of spatial and energetic disorder inherent in the support, and interpret the origins of this behaviour to develop a physical picture for the surface diffusion of single metal atoms. Determination of the diffusive behaviour of atoms moving across a surface is of fundamental scientific importance and crucial to a better understanding of many surface-related phenomena such as surface phase formation, Ostwald ripening, epitaxial growth and heterogeneous catalysis [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . For example, the realisation that spatially-isolated single atoms [6] [7] [8] [9] and nanoclusters [10] offer the potential for highly efficient and selective catalytic reactions warrants greater understanding of their interaction with industrially-relevant substrates, which are often heterogeneous in nature. To date, experimental and theoretical investigations of surface diffusion have tended to focus on model systems such as clean metal surfaces [11, 12] , while similar studies of catalytically-active systems have been limited. However, the development of detailed models describing the surface diffusion at the atomic scale in these heterogeneous systems is of paramount importance to optimize the stability and reactivity of single-atom catalysts [13] . A system with spatial and energetic heterogeneity is known to result in deviations from the classical model of Brownian motion and can lead to a diverse range of behaviours known as anomalous diffusion [14] .
Determination of the diffusive behaviour of atoms moving across a surface is of fundamental scientific importance and crucial to a better understanding of many surface-related phenomena such as surface phase formation, Ostwald ripening, epitaxial growth and heterogeneous catalysis [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . For example, the realisation that spatially-isolated single atoms [6] [7] [8] [9] and nanoclusters [10] offer the potential for highly efficient and selective catalytic reactions warrants greater understanding of their interaction with industrially-relevant substrates, which are often heterogeneous in nature. To date, experimental and theoretical investigations of surface diffusion have tended to focus on model systems such as clean metal surfaces [11, 12] , while similar studies of catalytically-active systems have been limited. However, the development of detailed models describing the surface diffusion at the atomic scale in these heterogeneous systems is of paramount importance to optimize the stability and reactivity of single-atom catalysts [13] . A system with spatial and energetic heterogeneity is known to result in deviations from the classical model of Brownian motion and can lead to a diverse range of behaviours known as anomalous diffusion [14] .
To investigate such diffusive behaviour, it is necessary to track single atom motion over extended time periods, and high resolution (scanning) transmission electron microscopy ((S)TEM) can provide the necessary spatial and temporal resolution [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Previous (S)TEM work has provided some insight into atom diffusion, e.g. the anomalous diffusion of Fe atoms along a graphene edge [20] , but it has often been limited to sequences with just a few atoms and/or insufficient temporal resolution to study the diffusion processes in detail. The limitation arises from a poor signalto-noise ratio (SNR) in rapidly-acquired (S)TEM images, electron beam damage and the difficulties in tracking atoms accurately.
In this work we have overcome these limitations by using fast STEM imaging coupled with spatio-temporal denoising [21] and robust particle tracking [22] to study the motion of single copper atoms on graphene oxide (GO), using the electron beam to both excite and probe the dynamic behaviour. The metal atom trajectories reflect the heterogeneity of GO, comprising ordered and disordered regions, resulting in both strongly-pinned and highly mobile adatoms. By careful analysis of the STEM data, we find the Cu-GO system exhibits anomalous subdiffusion, and explain this behaviour using a hybrid model combining spatial and energetic disorder.
GO is a form of functionalized graphene, the properties of which can be tuned by controlling the number and type of functional groups, opening up numerous electronic and optical applications [23] . There is also great interest in metal-GO systems for heterogeneous catalysis, with oxygen-containing functional groups acting as preferential pinning sites [24] . GO is known to be spatially heterogeneous with disordered and locally-varying oxygen coverage [25] . Fig. 1a is an annular dark-field (ADF) aberrationcorrected STEM image, acquired using a primary electron beam energy of 60 keV, of copper atoms deposited on GO using a customised soft-landing protocol [26] . (The image has been lightly filtered to improve visibility, see Supporting Information.) It is clear that the GO is a complex material with a number of different environments available for copper adatoms. In agreement with previous (S)TEM studies [27] [28] [29] , we see relatively pristine graphene regions, with sp 2 character, separated by brighter patches of poorly ordered material, likely to be oxygen-rich and thus exhibiting some sp 3 character (Supporting Information, Fig. S1 ). Deposited adatoms are seen as bright dots in the image and are found almost universally at the boundaries of the disordered regions, suggesting very strongly that functional groups play a crucial role in the binding of adatoms to the substrate. Analysis of the ADF adatom intensity (Supporting Information) reveals that there are two species: the less bright atoms are silicon impurities; the brighter atoms are copper. Fig. 1c reveals the local environment around a single copper adatom anchored near the boundary of a disordered oxygen-rich GO region. To gain further insight into the binding of this atom to the underlying GO, we performed a series of density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Fig. S3 in the Supporting Information shows a number of possible low-energy configurations for a copper atom bound to pristine graphene, graphene vacancies and to GO. Copper interacts weakly with graphene, with energy barriers of approximately k B T at room temperature. This is in line with reported results for other transition metals on graphene [30] . The boundary regions of GO, favoured by the adatoms, were modelled with ab initio random structure searching (AIRSS) [31] . This led to a number of plausible pinning sites with binding energies of ca. 3 eV (Fig. S3) . One of these, with binding energy 2.85 eV (Fig. 1e) , was used to simulate an ADF-STEM image (Fig. 1d) , and shows remarkably good agreement with the experimental image (Fig. 1c) . Similar binding energies are also observed for graphene vacancies (Fig. S3 ), and these too could act as stable pinning sites for Cu atoms.
We investigated the dynamics of copper adatoms on the surface of GO using aberration-corrected STEM, operated at room temperature (T 0 ) with a primary electron energy of 80 keV, to induce and then image the atomic motion. Such an approach has been used before to probe displacements and dynamics of metal atoms on graphene supports [32, 33] , since the electron beam typically provides sufficient energy to excite adatoms out of stable sites and lead to motion across the surface of the support. The maximum energy transferred in a collision by an 80 keV electron to a copper atom is 3 eV (ca. 100k B T 0 , see Supporting Information), which is sufficient for the electron beam to excite the copper atoms out of the pinning sites explored with DFT in Fig. S3 . As well as collisions between the electrons and copper atoms, we note that restructuring of the GO under electron beam irradiation, or an increase in hydrocarbon contamination, may also influence adatom motion.
Two ADF-STEM image sequences were recorded from the same area of the sample with a 40 s wait between the two acquisitions. Each sequence was recorded with a STEM probe size of ca. 0.2 nm, at 8 frames s
À1
. The estimated dose was 2200 e À pixel
, corresponding to a dose rate of 6 Â 10 6 e À nm À2 s
. Although each individual image in the sequence has a poor SNR, correlations between frames were used to reduce the noise via low-rank matrix recovery [21] . The full sequences are available as Supplementary Movies 1 and 2. Fig. 2a shows a cropped region of sequence 1 after processing, and Fig. 2b is the same region 10 s later. The SNR is still too low to discern the atomic arrangement of the GO substrate, but its graphitic character, and underlying hexagonal symmetry, can be seen following alignment and summation of the frames in each sequence ( Supporting Information, Fig. S4 ). The positions of the copper atoms in each frame were linked to form atomic trajectories; the green track in Fig. 2b shows how a single copper adatom has diffused over 10 s. In total, 63 trajectories were extracted from the two sequences with lengths of 25-130 frames, corresponding to 3-16 s.
Using the trajectories, the diffusive behaviour of the adatoms was explored, starting with the mean squared displacement (MSD) as a function of time, t. Departure from linear behaviour (Brownian motion) leads to superdiffusion or subdiffusion, described by a power-law, MSD / t a , where a is the anomalous diffusion exponent. Analysis of the experimental data reveals clear subdiffusive behaviour in both sequences, with a = 0.50 for sequence 1 and a = 0.59 for sequence 2 ( Fig. 2c-d) ; superdiffusion would lead to an exponent greater than 1. Sequence 1 shows hints of a plateau in the MSD at large t, which suggests possible confinement of the adatom motion.
The time-averaged MSD (TA-MSD) represents the meansquared displacement of each particle in the time interval D (see Supporting Information). For Brownian motion the TA-MSD is linear with D, and for long measurement times the process is ergodic such that MSD ' TA-MSD. The experimental TA-MSDs for each trajectory in each sequence are shown in Fig. 2e-f . The departure from Brownian motion is clear with a sub-linear exponent b = 0.54 for sequence 1 and b = 0.69 for sequence 2. Furthermore, the trajectories exhibit significant scatter, increasing with D, consistent with non-ergodic behaviour since the ensemble and time averages are no longer equivalent. The distribution of the scatter can be plotted to confirm the non-ergodic behaviour ( Supporting  Information, Fig. S5 ).
Identifying the physical origin of the observed subdiffusion, and in particular the non-ergodicity, as well as why the subdiffusive behaviour in the two sequences should be subtly different, relies on understanding the models behind anomalous diffusion and how these relate to the experimental system. Common models include the continuous-time random walk (CTRW), where a particle jumps between traps with random dwell times [34] ; random walks on fractals, with no characteristic length scales for particle displacements [35] ; and fractional Brownian motion (FBM), where the diffusing particle exhibits long-term correlations in displacements [36] . Any model must account for the variety of adatom binding sites, in terms of both relative stability and spatial distribution, as well as the changes in the substrate induced by the electron beam.
From the evidence presented in Fig. 2 , ergodic models such as FBM can be ruled out. The CTRW model is a non-ergodic process, and can be related to the experimental system by considering the variation in binding energies of different sites for copper on GO. As the electron beam excites the adatom, it escapes a site with a probability determined by the strength of the binding and the energy transferred by the beam, which is modelled by the random waiting times of a CTRW. The adatom is free to move over the surface until it encounters a new site. A CTRW will also exhibit ageing: as an atom explores the system, it is likely to encounter everdeeper trapping sites such as vacancies or oxygen-rich regions, and so the observations can depend on the passage of time since the system was created. Atoms initially deposited on weak pinning sites will have diffused to stronger pinning sites by the time the microscopy observations are performed, which is reflected in the notable absence of copper atoms on the pristine graphene regions (Fig. 1a) . Averaged over all particles, the mean TA-MSD should show a power-law decay with the measurement time t. For sequence 1, Fig. 2g shows this is indeed the case with an exponent of À0.20; for sequence 2, the exponent has reduced to À0.14 ( Fig. 2h) .
Although a CTRW model explains many of the anomalous diffusion features, it does not complete the picture. The relationship between TA-MSD and D should be linear, rather than the fitted exponents of 0.54 and 0.69. These results and additional analysis (see Supporting Information) point towards a more complex model being required to explain the subdiffusive behaviour. In particular, while a CTRW accounts for energetic disorder in the substrate with a distribution of trapping site energies, it does not incorporate any spatial disorder in the system with pristine graphene alongside disordered regions (Fig. 1a) . Instead, the spatial jumps take place either on a regular lattice or are drawn from a normal distribution. Analysis of the particle displacement distributions for various intervals for each sequence (Fig. 3a-b) indicates that this is not the case, with heavy tails and hints of preferred distances due to the underlying GO substrate. Fig. 3c shows, for both sequences, the cumulative distribution of jump lengths, i.e., the likelihood of displacements being larger than a certain value. The data closely follows a log-normal distribution, indicating that the jumps are uncorrelated processes with multiplicative probabilities [37] .
Measurements of the electrical conductivity of GO at various levels of oxidation suggests that the spatial disorder in GO can be described using percolation theory [38] . Thus, we propose a combined 'hybrid' model using percolation theory to model the spatial disorder and a CTRW for the temporal disorder to fully describe the observed anomalous diffusion of single copper atoms on GO. In site percolation, each lattice site is occupied with probability p, taken here as reflecting the fraction of available pinning sites on GO. Unavailable sites in the model correspond to the very heavily oxidized regions of GO (such as seen on the right-hand side of Fig. 1a) . These are typically either devoid of Cu adatoms, or have such a high degree of functionalization that the Cu atoms are effectively immobile from the moment they enter the region and so tend to stick to the boundaries. Spatial disorder is incorporated as intermediate values of p, where clusters of accessible sites will exhibit fractal-like characteristics. Atoms undertaking random walks on such clusters will exhibit anomalous diffusion [34] . Fig. 4a shows a simulated random walk on a honeycomb site lattice, with p = 0.45 chosen to match the experimental observations in sequence 1 (see Supporting Information for the simulation of sequence 2). Crucially, the ageing behaviour, confirmed experimentally in Fig. 2g , can be replicated only by combining a CTRW with the percolation model ( Supporting Information, Fig. S6 ). When a particle arrives at a lattice site, the waiting time before the next jump is drawn from a power-law distribution as in the CTRW model, which accounts for the stochastic nature of the collisions between accelerated electrons and surface atoms. Particles revisiting a site will have a new waiting time, thus reflecting any beam-induced changes in the substrate that may affect the copper binding energy. The honeycomb lattice incorporates the underlying hexagonal symmetry of the GO, and the possibility of fiveand seven-membered rings in defective GO regions is accounted for by the structural disorder introduced by the site percolation aspect of the model. We stress here that the model illustrated in Fig. 4a is not intended as a direct rendering of the GO lattice, but does incorporate the salient features sufficient to model the experimental observations. Using this hybrid model we match remarkably well the observed subdiffusive behaviour seen in the MSD (Fig. 4b) , including a long-time plateau due to confinement (cf. Fig. 2c ). Ergodicity breaking is identified by the sub-linear behaviour and scatter in the TA-MSD (Fig. 4c and Supporting Information, Fig. S9 ), the ageing behaviour (Fig. 4d ) and the characteristic jump probabilities (Fig. 4e) . Measurement errors in the atom positions and in the trajectory linking are discussed in the Supporting Information. Measurement noise applied to Brownian motion cannot explain the experimental observations (Fig. S10) , and noise in the hybrid model needs to be significantly higher than observed before the subdiffusive behaviour is masked (Fig. S11) .
Finally, with an understanding of the physical processes involved, we can return to the Cu-GO system and explain the non-ergodic subdiffusive adatom motion in more detail. The electron beam provides sufficient energy for the copper atoms to explore a distribution of binding sites with a range of energies. Adatom movement on sp 2 graphene will be rapid as the binding energies are small. The important binding sites, however, corresponding to the locations of oxygen atoms bound to the underlying graphene, are spatially disordered and can be modelled as a percolation network, and the ageing corresponds to adatoms encountering ever-deeper trapping sites. Although the characteristic behaviour of the adatom motion in sequences 1 and 2 is similar, the subtle differences in ageing and the degree of ergodicitybreaking can be explained by a beam-induced change in the GO support. This could be due to an increase in oxide coverage or hydrocarbon contamination ( Supporting Information, Fig. S4 ).
The change leads to a reduction in the area of sp 2 graphene, and thus a reduction in the number of weak binding sites available, and a corresponding increase in the fraction of stronger binding sites to which the adatom may be pinned. Other changes such as the formation of graphene vacancies and the presence of impurity atoms will only increase the variety of available binding sites, further motivating the use of a stochastic CTRW model to account for the adatom binding.
We have used fast atomic resolution STEM imaging to understand the anomalous subdiffusive motion of single copper atoms deposited on graphene oxide using a hybrid CTRW model combined with a site percolation network. This work paves the way towards a more comprehensive understanding, and prediction, of atomic-scale surface diffusion in materials systems possessing spatial and energetic heterogeneity and, furthermore, an improved understanding of the stability and durability of single atom catalysts. 
